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課程範圍:
 This course has three main sections.  The first section is a study of the 
history of 
         Comparative Literature.  Attention will be given to the origins, 
development and current 
         situation of the French School of Comparative Literature and then to 
the history and 
         current situation of Comparative Literature in Germany and England.  
(Other European 
         countries can be studied too if requested by students.)  The 
American School will be 
         studied next, tracing the development of Comparative Literature 
there in the second half 
         of the twentieth century.  Emphasis will be placed on explaining why 
Comparatists in the 
         United States introduced to the field various new approaches, such 
as interdisciplinary 
         studies, genders studies, and New Historicism.  Next will be a study 
of Comparative 
         Literature in Asia, with the history of Comparative Literature in 
Taiwan, Hong Kong, and 
         Mainland China as the major focus.  Of particular interest will be 
what has been called 
         the Chinese School of Comparative Literature.  Also to be reviewed 
in this section are 
         international and national comparative literature associations.
 
         The second part of this course will deal with the kinds of studies 
being done under the 
         name of Comparative Literature.  First there will be a survey of the 
kinds of studies 
         done under the rubrics of Chinese-Western Literary Relations and 
Inter-Asia Literary 
         Relations.  Next, interdisciplinary studies such as Literature and 
Art, Literature and 
         Music, Literature and Religion, and Literature and Philosophy will 
be examined.  Also to 
         be investigated are Gender Studies and Translation Studies.
 
         The third section of this course is related to studying the basic 
techniques of literary 
         research, library resources in Taiwan for literary research, and the 
use of the MLA 
         Handbook.

授課方式:
Each week there will be reading assignments.  Students will also be required 
to do weekly oral and written reports.

The first long paper (15 double-spaced pages in English or 6,000 Chinese 
characters) will be on the history on Comparative Literature; the second, on 
a type of study done in Comparative Literature.

課程進度及綱要:
Class One          Introduction; research in literature; the MLA Handbook; 
selection of individual 
                  research foci for this semester.
Class Two          The French School of Comparative Literature; MLA 
Bibliography
Class Three The French School of Comp. Literature; basic literary journals
Class Four The American School of Comparative Literature
Class Five The American School of Comparative Literature
Class Six          Comparative Literature in Taiwan



Class Seven Comparative Literature in Taiwan
Class Eight Comparative Literature in Hong Kong
Class Nine Comparative Literature in China
Class Ten          Comparative Literature in China
Class Eleven Chinese-Western Literary RelationsComparative Literature in 
England
Class Twelve Taiwanese-Japanese Literary RelationsComparative Literature in 
Asia
Class Thirteen Literature and Art
Class Fourteen Literature and Music
Class Fifteen Gender Studies
Class Sixteen Translation Studies; Literature and History
Class Seventeen Literature and Religion
Class Eighteen Literature and Philosophy; Literature and Politics

參考書籍:
The books to be studied include the standard introductions to Comparative 
Literature in French, English, Japanese, and Chinese, as well as specialized 
studies in Comparative Literature in English and Chinese.  Students who have 
majored in other languages will also study comparative studies in their 
language.

評分方式:
The final grade will be based on class participation (20%), weekly reports 
(20%) and two long papers (60%).  Class attendance is required.  Two 
unexcused absences will make it difficult for a student to pass the course.  
For an excused absence, the student must contact the instructor by e-mail one 
day before class begins.


